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Abstract
The question of the nature of the proton bridge involved in general acid^base catalysis in both enzymic and non-enzymic
systems is considered in the light of long-known but insufficiently appreciated work of Jencks and his coworkers and of more
recent results from neutron-diffraction crystallography and NMR spectroscopic studies, as well as results from isotope-effect
investigations. These lines of inquiry lead toward the view that the bridging proton, when between electronegative atoms, is
in a stable potential at the transition state, not participating strongly in the reaction-coordinate motion. Furthermore they
suggest that bond order is well-conserved at unity for bridging protons, and give rough estimates of the degree to which the
proton will respond to structural changes in its bonding partners. Thus if a center involved in general-catalytic bridging
becomes more basic, the proton is expected to move toward it while maintaining a unit total bond order. For a unit increase
in the pK of a bridging partner, the other partner is expected to acquire about 0.06 units of negative charge. The implications
are considered for charge distribution in enzymic transition states as the basicity of catalytic residues changes in the course of
molecular evolution or during progress along a catalytic pathway. ß 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Many enzymes employ transition-state proton
bridging (general acid^base catalysis) as an element
in their strategy of catalytic acceleration, a feature of
direct relevance to bioenergetics [1^4]. A number of
enzymes in this category are participants in bioener-
getic pathways, including glycolysis, the tricarboxylic
acid cycle, and the electron-transport/oxidative phos-
phorylation sequences. Their generally high catalytic
power thus helps to determine the success of these
mechanisms for the generation, conversion, storage,
and retrieval of biological energy. Additionally, the
magnitude of the catalytic power of any enzyme in
any pathway determines the quantity of the enzyme
that must be synthesized to meet the metabolic de-
mands of the host organism: high catalytic power
requires fewer molecules of enzyme to produce the
same £ux through the catalyzed reaction. Other
things being equal, high catalytic power and a lower
burden of biosynthetic demand thus reduce the bio-
energetic cost of a particular step in the organismic
economy [5].
Our purpose in this minireview is to examine the
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current status of ideas about the nature of the tran-
sition-state proton bridges by which general acid^
base catalysis results in net transition-state stabiliza-
tion, i.e., in catalysis. Some of the issues that are
raised by this question are independent of whether
general acid^base catalysis occurs in simple solution
or within the active site of an enzyme. We will ad-
vance tentatively a model we believe is in accordance
with current information, and will suggest that the
nature of the general-catalytic proton bridge is an
important issue in the understanding of enzyme cat-
alytic power and its evolution.
1.1. General acid^base catalytic proton bridging in
enzyme catalysis
Transition-state stabilization by proton bridging
can occur when a reaction, usually consisting of the
formation or ¢ssion of a covalent bond or bonds,
creates a change in the acidity or basicity of a par-
ticipating center. Then the formation of a bridge
with a proton donor or acceptor can lead to a reduc-
tion in the free energy of the activated complex that
exceeds the reduction experienced from hydrogen
bridging at the same site in the preceding reactant
state. The result is net transition-state stabilization
[6^8].
Illustrative examples from enzyme-catalyzed reac-
tions are given in Fig. 1. In all of these examples,
there is a primary reaction or bonding change, con-
sidered to be the chief reason that the overall reac-
tion ‘requires catalysis’, and a proton-bridging inter-
action, commonly considered an ancillary process
that leads to catalysis of the primary reaction. If
the catalytic bridging interaction results in net proton
transfer, then it is appropriate to refer to this net
chemical reaction as a secondary reaction. It is, how-
ever, by no means necessary for catalytic proton
bridging to lead to a net chemical reaction: bridging
could clearly stabilize a transition state such that the
proton remains in the product state with the same
bonding partner as in the reactant state. In this case,
it would be inappropriate to refer to a secondary
reaction. A further characteristic of the cases of gen-
eral catalysis to be considered in this article is that
the bridging occurs between electronegative atoms
such as oxygen, nitrogen, or sulfur, and not between
carbon and other atoms. Toward the end of the ar-
ticle, we will brie£y consider cases in which proton
bridging to and from carbon is occurring.
These proton bridges clearly contribute to catalytic
accelerations in enzymic systems, as is well known,
but the question of whether the primary and second-
ary processes are coupled to each other in enzyme
action has been little examined, nor has the possible
signi¢cance of such coupling for an understanding of
enzyme catalysis and evolution. We next examine
two models for the general-catalytic proton bridge,
the canonical model postulating coupled processes
and the alternative model postulating uncoupled
processes.
1.2. The canonical model
The most common mechanistic description of the
nature of the proton-bridging interaction is one in
which the bonding changes for the primary reaction
are physically coupled to the net transfer of a proton
across the catalytic bridge [6^19]. The motions to-
gether form all or part of a normal-coordinate mo-
tion of the activated complex as illustrated in Fig. 2a.
In this hypothetical transition-state reaction coor-
dinate, the atomic motions leading to completion of
the primary reaction of carbonyl addition (shortening
of the forming C^O c-bond, lengthening of the
breaking C^O Z-bond) are coupled to the motions
leading to the secondary reaction of proton transfer
(shortening of the forming O^H c-bond, lengthening
of the breaking H^O c-bond). The primary and sec-
ondary reactions thus occur simultaneously in the
sense that both are incomplete before the transition
state is entered and complete after departure from
the transition state. In this sense also, the two reac-
tions may be said to occur ‘in concert’ or to be con-
certed. The coupled reactions are not necessarily syn-
chronous in the sense that the degree of completion
of each reaction need not be the same as the degree
of completion of the other reaction at every point
along the pathway through the transition state. Ber-
nasconi [20] has treated in detail the concepts of
balance and imbalance among component reactions
in the transition states for complex reactions.
Jencks [6,7] pointed out that a prerequisite exists if
the coupling between a primary reaction and a sec-
ondary proton-transfer reaction is to lead to cataly-
sis. The prerequisite constitutes a relationship among
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the acidities of the species involved in the primary
reaction and those involved in catalytic bridging (see
Fig. 3). Intrinsic to Jencks’s reasoning is the observed
fact that the proton-transfer reactions involved in
bridging (commonly transfers among O, N, and S
centers) are extremely rapid compared to typical pri-
mary reactions like the carbonyl-hydration reaction
shown in Fig. 3. Jencks’s rule states that the catalytic
entity must have an acidity relative to its partner in
the reactant state such that proton transfer is ther-
modynamically unfavorable in the reactant state. In
the example, the pK of the carboxylate ^ in its pro-
tonated state ^ is about 5, that of the reactant water
molecule 15.7, so proton transfer in the reactant state
is unfavorable by 10^11 orders of magnitude. In ad-
dition, the catalytic entity must have an acidity rela-
tive to its partner in the product state so that the
proton transfer which has occurred is thermodynami-
cally favorable in the product state. In the example,
the (now protonated) carboxylic acid has a pK of 5,
the HO^C group of the carbonyl adduct if proton-
ated would have a pK around 32 so that the proton
transfer shown as accomplished is indeed favorable
by about 7 orders of magnitude.
Thus a proton transfer that would be endergonic
in the reactant state becomes gradually more exer-
gonic as the structure of the reacting molecules ap-
proaches the structure of the product state. If the
structure of the transition state is su⁄ciently ad-
vanced toward the product-state structure (about
65% in this example), then partial proton transfer
at the transition state will become energetically prof-
itable. On this model, it is the progress of the pri-
mary reaction (heavy-atom reorganization) that con-
trols the acidity of the proton donor in the secondary
(proton-transfer) reaction, so that ^ although the
component reactions are taken to be coupled ^ it is
only the progress of the primary-reaction component
Fig. 1. Examples of the role of proton bridging (double-headed
arrows) in transition-state stabilization in enzyme catalysis. (a)
General-base catalysis by a histidine residue of the attack of
the 2P-OH of the substrate on phosphorus in the initial step of
ribonuclease action [53]. Net proton transfer from O to N oc-
curs as the P^O bond forms. Equilibration of the protonated
histidine residue with bu¡er completes the catalytic cycle, re-
storing the residue to its unprotonated form. (b) General-acid
and general-base catalysis of the attack of water on a substrate
peptide bond in the action of acid proteases such as the HIV
protease [54]. Net proton transfer occurs at both carboxylic-
acid centers; equilibration then restores the enzyme to its initial
protonation state. (c) General-acid catalysis of phosphoryl
transfer in the action of a bacterial phospholipase C [55]. Net
proton transfer does not occur. Instead the interacting residue
forms a stabilizing proton bridge to a phosphoryl oxygen bear-
ing a temporary excess of negative charge in the transition
state.
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at the transition state that dictates whether and to
what degree the proton-transfer component will have
a catalytic e¡ect.
1.3. The alternative model
An alternative to the canonical model was sug-
gested by Swain et al. ([8]; see also [9^19]) on the
ground that isotope e¡ects for general acid^base cat-
alysis are generally smaller than those for a number
of reactions in which proton-transfer processes are
almost surely coupled to other processes in a single
transition-state reaction coordinate (see Section 1.4).
A much preferable form of this model was proposed
by Cordes and Kreevoy [21] and later expanded and
supported by critical experimental data by Eliason
and Kreevoy [22]. We will present the model in es-
sentially the terms of Eliason and Kreevoy.
The alternative model is described in part in Fig.
2B. Here it is postulated that the reaction coordinate
is not formed of coupled motions of the primary
component of heavy-atom (i.e., non-hydrogen) reor-
ganization and the secondary component of proton
transfer. Instead the reaction coordinate is taken to
be composed solely of motions of the primary,
heavy-atom reorganization component; the second-
ary proton-bridging component is considered to be
uncoupled from the reaction-coordinate motion. This
would lead to substantially smaller hydrogen isotope
e¡ects at the bridging position. This would satisfy
the objection of Swain et al. [8] that the isotope ef-
fects in general catalysis were too small to re£ect a
coupled proton-transfer component in the reaction
coordinate.
The model was required, however, to account for
the sometimes considerable rate accelerations deriv-
ing from the presence of the general catalytic entity
in the transition state. The canonical model attrib-
utes the catalytic e¡ect to the exergonic proton trans-
fer that occurs in transition states in which the pri-
Fig. 2. Distinction of the canonical and alternative models of general acid^base catalysis. (a) The canonical model. The arrows in the
transition-state structure suggest the schematic amplitudes of atoms in the reaction-coordinate motion, the motion along the unstable
normal coordinate of the transition state that leads to decomposition back to reactants or on to products. The transfer of the proton
between substrate and catalyst is coupled with the heavy-atom reorganization of the remaining part of the transition state, i.e., the
formation of the O^C c-bond and ¢ssion of the C^O Z-bond. The proton is thus a participant in this unstable mode and may be
said to exist in an unstable potential at the transition state. (b) The alternative model. Here the proton bridge between catalyst and
the remainder of the transition state does not participate in the unstable normal coordinate or reaction coordinate. The proton now
exists in a stable potential at the transition state. The proton bridge may be considered a hydrogen bond, and the energy released by
the formation of this hydrogen bond stabilizes the transition state and thus generates the catalytic e¡ect. Net proton transfer may or
may not result from catalysis on this model, depending on the relative basicities of the hydrogen-bonding partners as the molecules
emerge from the transition state. To achieve the requisite energy of formation and to generate the solvent isotope e¡ects observed in
general catalysis, the hydrogen bond must be a ‘low-barrier hydrogen bond’ (Eliason and Kreevoy [22]).
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Fig. 3. Origin of catalytic acceleration in general acid^base catalysis on the canonical model in which net proton transfer accompanies
heavy-atom reorganization, illustrated by the general-base catalyzed addition of water to a carbonyl group. The system obeys Jencks’s
rule [28]. In the reactant state, net proton transfer from substrate (water) to catalyst is unfavorable, while in the product state, net
proton transfer from the catalyst to the product (conjugate base of the tetrahedral adduct but note that proton transfer to the neutral
OH group not to the negative oxygen center is envisioned, since if the catalyst had not accepted the proton, the unstable tautomer of
the carbonyl tetrahedral hydrate (often called T) would have formed) is unfavorable. Thus a range of ‘early’ transition-state struc-
tures does not allow for exergonic proton transfer to the catalyst at the transition state, while a range of ‘late’ transition-state struc-
tures does allow for exergonic proton transfer to the catalyst. Jencks’s rule thus requires a cross-over of the relative pKa values of cat-
alyst and substrate proton donor. The release of energy by partial proton donation to the catalyst at the transition state decreases the
free energy of the transition state and is the origin of the catalytic e¡ect.
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mary process has suitably progressed, but by uncou-
pling the two processes the alternative model renders
this explanation of catalysis more di⁄cult to apply.
Instead, the alternative model holds that an unusu-
ally strong hydrogen bond is formed in general-cata-
lytic transition states and produces the net transition-
state stabilization observed.
The hydrogen bonding proposed clearly had to be
unusual because of the free-energy release necessarily
involved, as shown by the following argument [8].
Consider the catalytic e¡ect of a base of pK 7 vs.
the e¡ect of a water molecule (pK 31.7) in a reaction
possessing a BrÖnsted coe⁄cient L of 0.5. The rela-
tive rate constants kB for catalysis by the base B and
kW for catalysis by a water molecule are connected to
their basicity constants by the BrÖnsted relationship
as:
kB=kW  KB=KWL  108:7U0:5  104:4 vG 
36:2 kcal=mol 326 kJ=mol 1
The rate constant ratio kB/kW is the equilibrium
constant for the reaction
H2OÿHÿX B! BÿHÿXH2O 2
where X represents the region of the transition state
in which the primary, heavy-atom reorganization
process is occurring. The calculation then indicates
that the B^H^X hydrogen bond is stronger than the
H2O^H^X hydrogen bond by 6.2 kcal/mol, an un-
usual level of competition for any base against water
in aqueous solution. Swain et al. [8] suggested the
unusual strength might arise from mutual polariza-
tion of the hydrogen bridge and the (presumed)
highly polarizable forming and breaking bonds with-
in X. Eliason and Kreevoy [22], however, proposed
that the strength arose from the fact that the hydro-
gen bridge was of the type lately referred to as a
‘low-barrier hydrogen bond’, and since such bridges
had at that point been observed experimentally by
Kreevoy and his coworkers, their model is obviously
preferable.
1.4. Isotope e¡ects: the role of proton inventories
[11,12,18,19,23^25]
As explained above, a main reason for proposing
the alternative model of the general-catalytic proton
bridge was the fact that general catalysis is associated
with smaller hydrogen isotope e¡ects than would be
anticipated for a reaction involving proton transfer
coupled with heavy-atom reorganization. For exam-
ple, bimolecular elimination reactions (E2 reactions)
generally produce isotope e¡ects kH/kD around 5^10,
while those for general acid^base catalytic proton
bridging are rarely larger than 3^4, are often as small
as 1.5^2 and occasionally approach unity. This sug-
gested to these authors [8,9] that proton transfer was
not in fact occurring in the reaction coordinate of the
transition state for general acid^base catalysis.
A complicating factor in the isotope-e¡ect evi-
dence is that studies of general-catalyzed reactions,
including enzymic reactions, are very commonly con-
ducted in water and occasionally in other protic sol-
vents, but only very rarely in aprotic solvents. The
protons that form general-catalytic bridges in transi-
tion states are, in the reactant states, essentially uni-
versally attached to oxygen, nitrogen, or sulfur cen-
ters with the result that their exchange with protic
solvents occurs very rapidly and in fact generally at a
di¡usion-controlled rate. Thus the only way that the
isotope e¡ects for general-catalytic proton bridging
can be measured is by isotopic labeling of the solvent
so that the isotopic label in the catalytic site is intro-
duced by exchange.
The most common experiments are deuterium sol-
vent isotope e¡ects, in which a rate constant meas-
ured for H2O solution is compared with one for D2O
solution. In the case of small-molecule reactions, this
fact raises the question whether the observed isotope
e¡ect does not have contributions from isotope ef-
fects on solvation changes or indeed whether the en-
tire isotope e¡ect does not arise from such isotopic
medium e¡ects. A main motivation for proposing
substitution of the alternative model of general cat-
alysis for the canonical model was that the observed
(solvent) isotope e¡ects were smaller than expected
for proton transfer coupled to heavy-atom reorgan-
ization according to the canonical model. But if a
medium e¡ect in the opposite direction to the normal
solvent isotope e¡ect for the actual proton-bridging
interaction were present, then the observed isotope
e¡ects might well be smaller than the expected values
for canonical proton bridging, with the latter being
hidden by the canceling medium-e¡ect contributions.
The situation appeared even worse for enzymic
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reactions. In addition to the possibility of medium
e¡ects arising from solvation changes in the same
sense as for small-molecule reactions, there is the
possibility of contributions from the very many ex-
changeable sites in the polypeptide structure of the
enzyme. These considerations clearly dictated that
the contributions from general-catalytic bridges in
both small-molecule and enzymic reactions had to
be isolated from the possible solvation and protein-
structural isotope e¡ects that could a¥ict the obser-
vations.
A reasonable solution was o¡ered by the use of
mixtures of isotopic solvents, a technique that was
pioneered in the 1930s by Gross and Butler and then
re-explored in the 1950s and 1960s, largely by Long,
Gold, Swain and Thornton, and Kresge. Kresge [26]
wrote a particularly in£uential review, referring to all
this earlier literature, in which he provided a conven-
ient and more general algebraic form for the Gross^
Butler relationship between the observed solvent iso-
tope e¡ect and the individual isotope-e¡ect contribu-
tions that make it up. Applied to the problem of
medium or protein-structural e¡ects combined with
e¡ects from general-catalytic proton bridging, the al-
gebraic predictions reduce to three fairly simple
cases:
kn=k0  1 nB31 linear
no medium=structural effect 3
kn=k0  Zn exponential
medium=structural effect only 4
kn=k0  1 nB31 Zn both medium=structural
and bridging effects 5
where n is the atom fraction of D in the solvent, kn is
the rate constant for a mixed solvent containing
atom fraction n of D, k0 is the rate constant for
pure H2O (n = 0), 1/B is the isotope e¡ect for the
proton-bridging site, and 1/Z is the medium isotope
e¡ect.
Distinctions among the models represented by
these three cases are frequently possible with data
of reasonably attainable precision. Fig. 4 shows the
three models as they would be represented by exper-
imental data for an observed isotope e¡ect of 3. The
situations in which this e¡ect arises from a single site
only (no medium e¡ect), from a pure medium e¡ect,
and from a combination of the two are distinguish-
able with rate-constant precision of about 10%. The
technique of employing rate measurements in mix-
tures of protium and deuterium oxides to produce
an analysis of the number of exchangeable sites con-
tributing to the isotope e¡ect has become known,
particularly among biochemists, as the proton-inven-
tory method.
Generally, the project of using proton inventories
to sort out the main contributions to general-cataly-
Fig. 4. Use of the proton-inventory method (rate constants as a
function of deuterium content in mixtures of protium and deu-
terium oxides) to distinguish the component of a solvent iso-
tope e¡ect that is caused by a catalytic proton bridge from the
component caused by small isotope e¡ects at many points in
the solvent or in the polypeptide structure of an enzyme (‘me-
dium e¡ect’). The ratio kn/k0, where kn is the rate constant in a
mixed isotopic solvent containing atom fraction n of deuterium
and k0 is the rate constant in pure protium oxide (n = 0), is
plotted against the atom fraction of deuterium n. The three
curves represent di¡erent models for the origin of an overall
solvent isotope e¡ect of 3. The linear curve is calculated for a
model in which the entire isotope e¡ect of 3 comes from a sin-
gle site such as a catalytic proton bridge and no e¡ect of the
medium or protein structure is present; this is the model of Eq.
3 in the text. The lower, exponential curve assigns the entire ef-
fect of 3 to a medium or protein-structural e¡ect (many small
isotope e¡ects at many di¡erent sites), as in Eq. 4 of the text.
The upper curve corresponds to combined e¡ects in which a
large isotope e¡ect of 9 at a single site is partly masked by an
inverse medium/structural e¡ect of 1/3 to give an overall e¡ect
of 3 (Eq. 5 in the text). The point shown in the center has error
limits of þ 10%, emphasizing that the technique can distinguish
the limiting cases with reasonable experimental precision when
the isotope e¡ects are of the magnitudes shown.
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sis solvent isotope e¡ects has been successful. In
small-molecule systems, the isotope e¡ects of 1.5^4
observed in general catalysis emerge as deriving from
a single transition-state site, presumably the catalytic
proton bridge. The original concerns about isotope-
e¡ect magnitudes that led to the proposal of an al-
ternative model to the canonical model of coupled
proton transfer and heavy-atom reorganization have
thus been con¢rmed as justi¢ed. No important cases
of medium e¡ects that conceal or confuse the contri-
butions of catalytic sites have been found.
In the case of enzymic reactions, an analogous
result is in hand. When internal reactions after sub-
strate binding are at issue (as in solvent isotope ef-
fects on parameters like kcat) the general experience is
an absence of medium e¡ects. When substrate bind-
ing is kinetically included (as in solvent isotope ef-
fects on parameters like kcat/Km), medium e¡ects are
often observed but have been analytically divorced
from the catalytic e¡ects by the proton-inventory
approach. The proton-bridge contributions to enzy-
mic catalysis appear in fact to share the range of
magnitudes of about 1.5^4 seen in non-enzymic re-
actions.
2. Approaches to distinction of the canonical and
alternative models of the general-catalytic proton
bridge
In this article, we would like to portray the appli-
cation of two approaches to the distinction of the
canonical and alternative models of general-catalytic
proton bridging. One approach is venerable, having
been introduced and used in the 1970s by W.P.
Jencks and his coworkers, and is based on a detailed
structure^reactivity formulation. Its importance for
the problem of general-catalysis models seems not
to have been su⁄ciently appreciated, and we would
like now to emphasize its signi¢cance. The second
approach has been very recently introduced by Lim-
bach and his coworkers and is based on solid-state
observations of hydrogen-bonded systems.
2.1. Structure^reactivity relationships [27^56]
Jencks and his coworkers introduced [27,29] a
most original method of mechanistic study. One val-
ue of their technique is that it can be used for deduc-
ing the nature of the potential in which a transition-
state proton is located, i.e., whether the potential is
unstable (as the canonical model of general catalysis
holds the potential for the catalytic bridge to be) or
stable (as the alternative model of general catalysis
holds the potential for the catalytic bridge to be).
These studies rely on a complex of ideas about struc-
ture^reactivity relationships that developed over sev-
eral decades but with particular intensity in the 1960s
and 1970s. Jencks gathered the concepts into a sys-
tematic format that he called the Bema Hapothle [30],
the letters of this invented phrase constituting an
anagram of the initials of various scientists who con-
tributed to the concept (the absence of a ‘J’ testi¢es
to the well-known modesty of Jencks himself). The
particular aspect that concerns us here is the use of
interrelationships among the parameters of free-en-
ergy relationships that themselves describe the depen-
dence of rate constants (thus transition-state free
energies) for various reacting structures upon proper-
ties of the reactant or product states.
The approach of Jencks and his coworkers will be
illustrated by one of their most thoroughgoing stud-
ies in this area [32], that of the reaction shown in Fig.
5. The reaction consists of the elimination from an
adduct of the alcohol ROH, the proton of the prod-
uct ROH being provided by a general-acid catalyst
HA. It is feasible in the experimental system to vary
ROH over a series of structures so that the pKa of
the alcohol varies from 12.4 (2,2,2-tri£uoroethanol)
to 16.0 (ethanol) and also to vary the general catalyst
HA over a pKa range from 31.74 (the hydronium
ion) to 6.5 (dihydrogenphosphate). Gravitz and
Jencks [32] measured a selection of the rate constants
along both of these structural variables. The data
(rate constants k) can then be treated according to
two linear free-energy relationships:
log k  3K pKROH pKHA  constant 6
log k  L pKHA pKROH  constant: 7
as is also shown in Fig. 5. The ¢rst of these relation-
ships (Eq. 6) is the familiar BrÖnsted relationship for
general acid catalysis, with its coe⁄cient K. In the
Gravitz^Jencks system, a value of K can be obtained
for each choice of leaving-group ROH, so that the
coe⁄cient can be considered a function of pKROH,
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and is therefore given in Eq. 6 as K(pKROH). The
second relationship (Eq. 7) is an extended BrÖnsted
relationship. Here likewise the coe⁄cient is desig-
nated L(pKHA) because a value of the coe⁄cient
can be obtained for each choice of the general-acid
catalyst HA.
The recent review of Williams [35] makes particu-
larly clear the information to be obtained from co-
e⁄cients like K and L, and Williams’s viewpoint is
followed here. Eq. 6 compares the activation process
of Eq. 8 with the equilibrium of Eq. 9:
Fig. 5. The system of Gravitz and Jencks [32]. Structure^reactivity data consisting of rate constants k for the elimination of ROH
with catalysis by the general acid HA can be obtained with variation of R for each choice of HA (alternatively stated, with variation
of HA for each choice of R) and plotted in the two ways shown, corresponding to Eqs. 6 and 7 of the text.
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SHÿA! S  ÿHÿA 8
HÿA! H A3 9
Here S refers to the reactant structure and S* to the
part of the transition state other than that derived
from the general acid HA. The slope of Eq. 6,
3K(pKROH) = D(log k)/D(pKHA), therefore measures
the (negative) electrical charge on the moiety A in
the transition state, or equivalently the degree of ion-
ization of the H^A moiety in the transition state. Eq.
7 compares the activation process of Eq. 10 with the
equilibrium of Eq. 11:
MÿORHA!M  ÿORÿHÿA 10
HÿOR! H  3OR 11
where M refers to the remainder of the reactant state
and M* to the remainder of the transition state. The
slope of Eq. 7, L(pKHA) = D(log k)/D(pKROH), thus
measures the charge, negative or positive, on the
RO group in the transition state (if the degree of
proton donation to RO exceeds the degree of RO^
M* ¢ssion, a positive charge on RO will result, vice
versa a negative charge).
Cordes and Jencks [27] ¢rst considered the phys-
Fig. 6. Thornton’s account [36] of the di¡ering response, in hydrogen bridges with stable and unstable potentials, of the location of
the bridging proton to a perturbation of the relative basicities of the binding partners of the proton. Above left : an unstable potential
such as is postulated in the canonical model of general catalysis, on which the proton is a participant in the reaction-coordinate mo-
tion of the transition state. Above center: A perturbation (slanted straight line) is applied to the original (OR1) potential that de-
scribes the conversion of OR1 to a more basic structure OR2. The perturbation indicates a lower energy for the proton when it is
nearer the more basic partner. Addition of the perturbing potential to the original potential then produces a new one. Above right:
The result is a shift in the location of the proton so that it is now closer to the relatively less basic partner. This is the counter-intui-
tive behavior typical of unstable potentials. Below left : a stable potential such as is postulated in the alternative model of general cat-
alysis, where the transition state is stabilized by a strong hydrogen-bond proton bridge the components of which do not participate in
the reaction-coordinate motion. Below center: The same perturbation as above (slanted straight line) is applied but now the proton
moves closer to the relatively more basic partner. Below right: The new potential with the proton closer to the more basic partner.
This is the intuitive result typical of stable potentials.
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ical signi¢cance of the ‘cross-coe⁄cients’ obtained
from plotting K(pKROH) vs. pKROH or L(pKHA) vs.
pKHA. The information content of the two slopes is
identical:
D K=D pKROH  3D 2log k=D pKROH D pKHA
12
D L =D pKHA  D 2log k=D pKHAD pKROH 13
The magnitude of either slope answers the same
question: how does the location of the proton in
the catalytic proton bridge RO^H^A respond to a
change in the basicity of either of the bonding part-
ners, A or RO?
The value of this approach for our present purpose is
that the direction of change in proton location is pre-
dicted by the Bema Hapothle to be opposite on the
canonical and alternative models of the catalytic
bridge and thus to constitute evidence for choosing
between the models. The argument is presented in
Fig. 6. As Thornton [36] was the ¢rst to show, the
e¡ect on the transition-state location of the bridging
proton that is caused by changing the basicity of
either bonding partner can be deduced by a pertur-
bation approach. Fig. 6 demonstrates that a pertur-
bation corresponding to a change from the less basic
RO1 to the more basic RO2 (or equally from a more
basic A1 to a less basic A2) will cause a relocation of
the proton that di¡ers depending on whether the
proton bridge experiences a stable or an unstable
potential. If the potential is stable (alternative mod-
el), then the proton will relocate closer to the more
basic partner: an ‘intuitive’ result corresponding to
the thermodynamically governed behavior familiar
from reactant-state molecules which have universally
stable potentials. If the potential is unstable (canon-
ical model), then the proton will relocate closer to
the less basic partner: a ‘counter-intuitive’ result that
corresponds to the Hammond postulate in physical
organic chemistry [37], a principle of which the Bema
Hapothle is a generalization [30], and is characteristic
of unstable potentials such as the reaction-coordinate
potential of a transition state.
Now we consider the experimental ¢ndings of
Gravitz and Jencks (Fig. 7). The two plots show a
slope DK/D(pKROH) (or DL/D(pKHA)) that indicates the
proton in the general-catalysis proton bridge has
moved toward the stronger base as the basicity of
either the A moiety or the RO moiety is increased
at the termini of the catalytic bridge. Thus the pro-
ton exhibits the intuitive behavior expected of a pro-
ton in a stable potential such as a strong hydrogen
bond. This result is consistent with the alternative
Fig. 7. Cross-correlations of linear free-energy parameters from
the data of Gravitz and Jencks [32]. The parameters were recal-
culated with error estimates from the data of Gravitz and
Jencks and do not di¡er importantly from theirs. Above: K for
general-acid catalysis is plotted against pKROH for the leaving-
group alcohol. The slope is +0.06 þ 0.01, indicating that the
bridging proton moves away from A and toward RO as the
conjugate base of ROH becomes more basic. This is the intui-
tive result consistent with the alternative but not the canonical
model. Below: L for variation of the leaving group ROH is
plotted against pKHA for the catalytic general acid. The slope is
0.07 þ 0.01, necessarily equal in absolute value to that above.
As above, as A becomes a stronger base and the proton shifts
toward it, the charge on RO drops from positive to increasingly
negative.
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model of general catalysis but not with the canonical
model.
Furthermore, the slopes of the two plots in Fig. 7
suggest a valuable quantitative measure of the degree
to which the location of the bridging proton re-
sponds to the basicity of the bonding partners. A
unit change in the pK of one of the bonding partners
may be expected to produce a shift in the proton
location corresponding to a bond order change of
slightly more than 0.05 units, around 0.06^0.07 units.
For cases in which bond order about the proton is
conserved, such a shift will result in transfer of
s 0.05 units of electrical charge between the termini
for each unit change in the pK of a bonding partner.
We shall return to this value in discussing applica-
tions of these results in enzyme catalysis.
The results obtained by Gravitz and Jencks are
entirely representative of ¢ndings for general acid^
base catalytic bridging between electronegative
atoms. All examples cited in Lee’s 1992 review [34]
show the same result (the proton shifts toward an
increasingly basic partner). In addition, the magni-
tude of the slopes is generally similar to the value of
0.06^0.07 obtained by Gravitz and Jencks. Gilbert
and Jencks [56]) in 1982 provided a value of 0.05
and cited ¢ve cases in addition to Gravitz and
Jencks where values ‘‘ranging up to 0.12’’ were ob-
served.
2.2. Structural studies [38^43]
Within the recent past, structural studies of hydro-
gen-bridging systems by solid-state and low-temper-
ature NMR methods [38,42] have been combined
with results from neutron-di¡raction crystallography
[39^41] to provide a picture of proton bridges with
stable potentials that clarify substantial features of
the problem of general-catalytic proton bridging.
An important example from these studies appears
in Fig. 8.
The data from which Fig. 8 was constructed con-
sist of precise values of the relative locations of pro-
ton donor, proton acceptor, and proton for hydro-
gen bonds between nitrogen bases, where the
hydrogen donor and hydrogen acceptor are identical.
When the nitrogen^nitrogen distance is large, such
hydrogen bridges are ‘asymmetric’, i.e., the hydrogen
is located closer to one partner than to the other.
When the nitrogen^nitrogen distance is small, the
hydrogen is located at the midpoint between the ni-
trogen centers and the bridge is ‘symmetric’. Steiner
and Saenger [39,40] made use of neutron-di¡raction
data to obtain values of the distances, largely for
asymmetric hydrogen bonds. The data for symmet-
rical hydrogen bonds largely derive from NMR stud-
ies and rely on the establishment by Limbach and his
coworkers of a relationship between interatomic dis-
tances and 15N chemical shifts and coupling con-
stants that permit the determination of accurate
bond distances in hydrogen bridges between nitrogen
bases [43].
Benedict et al. [38] showed that a plot of the sum
vs. the di¡erence of the bond distances about the
bridging hydrogen produced a common curve that
passed through the points for both crystallographic
and NMR results. The curve indicated a decreasing
sum of distances as the di¡erence in distances be-
came smaller (the donor atoms and acceptor atoms
approached as the hydrogen bridge became more
symmetrical), culminating in a minimum donor^ac-
ceptor distance when the di¡erence in distances is
zero, thus at the exactly symmetrical hydrogen
bridge. In the spirit of Bu«rgi and Dunitz [44], the
curve represents the trajectory of a hydrogen-transfer
reaction, as the hydrogen donor approaches the ac-
ceptor, the system passes through a symmetrical
transition state with a minimum donor^acceptor dis-
tance, and the products then depart from one anoth-
er.
Fig. 8 presents the information in a way somewhat
di¡erent from the presentation of Benedict et al. [38].
The distances have been converted to Pauling bond
orders [45] and the order of one bond is plotted
against the order of the other. Along a reaction tra-
jectory, the two bonds could be considered the form-
ing bond and the breaking bond. The Pauling bond
order is de¢ned by the exponential bond-distance^
bond-order relationship shown in Fig. 8. The rela-
tionship has two parameters, the distance r0 of a
bond of unit order and a scaling constant b. The
data in the ¢gure were calculated by using the pa-
rameters shown, which were obtained by Benedict et
al. [38] as a least-squares best ¢t on the assumption
that the sum of the two bond orders is unity. As can
be seen from Fig. 8 this relationship (represented by
the diagonal straight line) holds exceedingly well, the
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departure from unity even for the most highly devi-
ant points being only a few percent.
From the viewpoint we present in this article, a
very important aspect of Fig. 8 is that it provides
an excellent structural model for the range of hydrogen
bonds that could be involved in general acid^base cat-
alytic proton bridging and it shows that, at least in the
case of hydrogen bonds in stable potentials (as all of
these, of course, necessarily are), unit bond order at
hydrogen is preserved with good precision in all struc-
tures.
A second signi¢cant aspect is the observation of
substantial isotope fractionation in these stable hy-
drogen bridges for the bond-order region roughly
0.2^0.8 [42]. Such fractionation, corresponding to
isotope e¡ects of up to 5^7 at about 100 K and
isotope e¡ects around 2 at 300 K for formation of
these hydrogen bridges, was expected on the basis of
considerable work by Kreevoy and his coworkers.
A novel ¢nding is that, within this bond-order re-
gion, the magnitude of the isotope fractionation is
essentially independent of the structure (position of
the proton). This result predicts that, for the forma-
tion of stable hydrogen bridges in the alternative
model of general catalysis, isotope fractionation
should indeed be observed as suggested by Eliason
and Kreevoy [22] and the magnitude of the associ-
ated isotope e¡ect should not vary much. This latter
point is in accord with various observations of gen-
eral-catalysis isotope e¡ects, which are nearly always
in the range 1.5^4 and commonly do not depart from
the range 2^3.
Tunneling of the proton in general acid^base cata-
lytic bridges has not been explicitly considered here.
Evidence for tunneling in general-catalysis transition
states not involving C^H bond formation or ¢ssion is
currently lacking, although it may clearly play a role.
The main conclusions reached below, however, seem
not to depend much on this feature of the transition
state.
2.3. Evidence for and implications of a stable potential
at the transition-state proton bridge for general
acid^base catalysis
As already described, the hypothesis that general
acid^base catalytic proton bridges between electro-
negative atoms like oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur
(but not those involving carbon) possess a stable
potential for the proton was based on the relatively
small isotope e¡ects for such bridges. Initial skepti-
cism centered around the complexity of solvent iso-
tope e¡ects, but proton-inventory studies over two
decades have shown the catalytic bridges themselves
to yield isotope e¡ects of only around 1.5^4, whether
in enzymic or non-enzymic contexts. Later, this alter-
native model of general catalysis (opposed to the
canonical model, in which the bridging proton occu-
pies an unstable potential as a reaction-coordinate
participant) was given substance by Eliason and
Kreevoy [22] who pointed out (a) that net proton
transfer could occur in favorable cases by way of a
single transition state while maintaining the proton
in a stable potential; (b) that isotope e¡ects in the
range 1.5^4 could well correspond to the low-barrier
Fig. 8. Bond orders for the breaking vs. the forming bond
about a bridging proton, as deduced from neutron-di¡raction
crystallographic and low-temperature NMR determinations of
the two bond distances for hydrogen bonds between two identi-
cal nitrogen bases [38]. The bond order is de¢ned by Pauling’s
formula at upper left, with the two parameters set according to
the best ¢t of the data shown, on the assumption that the sum
of the bond orders is always unity (diagonal line). Within a few
percent, the assumption is met. Toward the center of the dia-
gram, isotope fractionations corresponding to isotope e¡ects
KH/KD of up to 5^7 (at 100 K; around 2 at 300 K) are both
observed and calculated and are relatively independent of struc-
ture within the range of bond orders of roughly 0.2^0.8.
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hydrogen bonds then being examined experimentally
and theoretically by Kreevoy and his coworkers.
The present article adds two items of evidence to
the isotope-e¡ect arguments favoring the alternative
model of general catalysis. First, structure^reactivity
studies of Gravitz and Jencks [32] from 1974, inter-
preted in terms of the Bema Hapothle [30], suggest
that the proton occupies a stable potential in a gen-
eral-catalytic bridge. This result holds for other cases
of general acid^base catalysis as well [34,56]. This
evidence was quite correctly interpreted at the time
it was presented but its general implications seem not
to have been adequately appreciated. Second, the
crystallographic/NMR proton-bridge models devel-
oped by Limbach, Steiner, Saenger and their cowork-
ers [38^43] show that (a) a range of stable structures
that structurally simulate general-catalytic bridges,
including bridges with centrally located hydrogen
can be directly observed; (b) such bridges are capa-
ble of generating isotope fractionation in the range
expected from isotope e¡ects in general catalysis (as
suggested by Eliason and Kreevoy [22]) and the mag-
nitude of the fractionation is roughly independent of
the location of the proton in the bridge, again in
agreement with experiments on general catalysis.
These results, in our view, suggest that the alter-
native model for general catalysis is preferable to the
canonical model. It emerges that application of the
alternative model to general catalytic bridges in en-
zyme catalyzed reactions has implications for inter-
preting questions of enzyme catalytic e⁄ciency, the
substrate speci¢city commonly associated with en-
zyme action, and the evolution of both of these qual-
ities in biological history. These implications are de-
scribed in the ¢nal section of this paper.
3. Signi¢cance of a stable general-catalytic proton
bridge for enzyme catalysis and evolution
The contribution of general acid^base catalysis to
many enzyme-catalyzed reactions must count as per-
haps the best established aspect of mechanistic enzy-
mology. For our purposes, it is necessary to take
note of two classes into which essentially all of the
cases fall :
1. general acid^base catalytic proton bridging be-
tween two electronegative atoms, such as oxygen,
nitrogen, or sulfur. This is the phenomenon we
have treated in this article and we reached the
conclusion that current evidence favors the alter-
native model of general catalysis, i.e., the bridging
proton rests in a stable potential. We reached the
further conclusion that to a good approximation,
bond order is conserved at unity about the bridg-
ing proton.
2. general-base catalysis of the ¢ssion of C^H bonds,
generally those activated by a neighboring carbon-
yl or similar functional group. There is excellent
evidence that these bridging protons, in contrast
to those between electronegative atoms, are in fact
reaction-coordinate participants, and they exist in
unstable potentials. Numerous studies have docu-
mented the large isotope e¡ects characteristic of
hydrogen transfer from carbon, and structure^re-
activity studies of Gandler and Jencks [33], anal-
ogous in concept to those reviewed above, con¢rm
from ‘cross-coe⁄cients’ of structure^reactivity re-
lationships that the proton bridge behaves as one
in an unstable potential. However, evidence cited
by Bernasconi [20] strongly suggested that proton
transfer from carbon to general bases does not
occur with conservation of unit bond order at
the transferring proton. Table 1 of Bernasconi’s
review [20] gives eight examples of proton-transfer
reactions from carbon in which the sum of bond
orders (as calculated from structure^reactivity
data) ranges from 0.96 to 0.11. It is thus clear
that total bond order at the transferring proton
in these cases may be substantially less than
unity.
This dichotomy between proton bridges involving
carbon and those not involving carbon as a bonding
partner will be adhered to in the discussion below.
After a very brief review of ideas about enzyme cat-
alytic e⁄ciency and speci¢city, two simple examples
will be used to illustrate possible applications of the
¢ndings we have obtained above in understanding
enzyme catalytic power and its evolution.
3.1. Enzyme and substrate structure, e⁄ciency and
speci¢city
Fig. 9 presents a schematic view of a typical en-
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zyme active site, in which a general-catalytic proton
bridge participates in stabilizing the transition state
for a reaction that also involves heavy-atom reorgan-
ization in the remainder of the substrate-derived part
of the transition state. There are a number of possi-
ble basic side chains among the 20 common amino
acid residues that the enzyme may provide at the
position B (whether the proton bridge represents
donation from BH to the heavy-atom part of the
transition state ^ general-acid catalysis ^ or proton
donation from the heavy-atom part to B ^ general-
base catalysis ^ makes no di¡erence to the arguments
to be considered here). What the features are of en-
zymic evolution or of reaction mechanisms that lead
to the selection of a particular base is a question that
remains currently unresolved. The range of acidity/
basicity among the possible structures is quite broad:
as shown in Fig. 9, a number of enzymes rely on
relatively weak carboxylate bases with pK values
near 5 while arginine residues at the other end of
the scale have pK values near 12.
The considerations we have worked through in the
present article allow us to make some predictions
about what e¡ect a change in the identity of the basic
residue (e.g., in a point mutation during molecular
evolution). The assumptions on which the predic-
tions will be based are:
1. General-catalysis proton bridges between oxygen,
nitrogen, and sulfur will have the proton in a sta-
ble potential and the location of the bridging pro-
ton will accordingly shift toward a residue that is
changed to a more basic residue and away from a
residue that is changed to a less basic residue.
2. For proton bridging between electronegative
atoms, bond order will be conserved at unity
about the bridging proton so that changes in the
location of the proton will generate shifts in elec-
trical charge within the bonding partners but no
electrical charge will accumulate on the bridging
proton itself.
3. Changes in such linear-free energy parameters as
the BrÖnsted or extended BrÖnsted K or L will be
taken to follow the appropriate rules of the Bema
Hapothle for stable potentials (all catalytic bridges
except those to carbon).
4. Following Williams [35], we will take such param-
eters as K or L to correspond to electric charge in
the appropriate transition-state bonding partner
of the bridging proton.
5. We will take the slopes of the ‘cross-correlation’
plots of Gravitz and Jencks [32], in agreement
with the values summarized by Gilbert and Jencks
[56], to give an approximate sensitivity of the
Fig. 9. Schematic account of the e¡ect of evolutionary changes
in the pKa of a general-catalytic residue in an enzyme active
site on the charge distribution within the reacting part of the
transition state and thus the enzyme-transition state interaction.
The basic residue B may logically have a pKa (of its conjugate
acid BH) as low as 5 for a Glu or Asp residue or as high as 12
for an Arg residue, so that the range of possible choices consti-
tutes 7 pKa units. If bond order at the bridging proton is con-
served as argued from the results of Limbach and his cowork-
ers [38], then changes in location of the bridging proton in
response to changes in the pKa of B will be re£ected by
changes in the net electrical charge within the remainder of the
transition state, i.e., that part undergoing heavy-atom reorgan-
ization. From the studies of Gravitz and Jencks [32], a general-
catalytic proton bridge can be expected to transmit changes in
the pKa of BH with an e⁄ciency DL/D(pKHB) = ca. 0.06, so that
the range of 7 pKa units corresponds to a change in the net
electrical charge within the heavy-atom unit by slightly over
0.4 charge units. If the proton bridge is in a stable potential
(alternative model of general catalysis) then an increase in pKa
at B will result in an increase in negative charge within the
heavy-atom unit. If the proton bridge is in an unstable poten-
tial (canonical model of general catalysis) then an increase in
pKa at B will result in a decrease in negative charge within the
heavy-atom unit.
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shifts to be expected (about 0.06 units of charge
per unit change in pK of a bonding partner).
6. Proton transfers to and from carbon will not be
treated because of the apparent unpredictability of
the total bond order at the transferring proton
[20].
3.2. General example
Following these concepts, consider the consequen-
ces of a point mutation that converts an Asp residue
(pK 5) to an Arg residue (pK 12) at point B in an
active site such as that of Fig. 9. We take the poten-
tial about the bridging proton to be stable so that the
increase in basicity of residue B will result in the
relocation of the proton toward the residue B (point
1). We take bond order to be conserved about the
proton (point 2) so that the decrease in negative or
increase in positive electrical charge at B, occasioned
by relocation of the proton nearer to it, will be ac-
companied by an equal and opposite change in elec-
trical charge within the entity to which the proton
bridge reaches (points 3, 4). Thus the quantity Q in
Fig. 9, the net electrical charge in the structure
undergoing heavy-atom reorganization, will become
more negative as a result of the mutation at B of Asp
to Arg. The magnitude of this increase in negative
charge can be estimated (points 3, 4, 5) as
vQ = 0.06UvpK = 0.06U7 = ca. 0.4 units of charge.
This is a large change in the amount of electrical
charge and should be re£ected in signi¢cant altera-
tions in the interaction energetics of this moiety with
its surroundings. Furthermore, because of bond-or-
der conservation at the bridging proton, there must
be a complementary increase in positive charge or
decrease in negative charge at position B, which
will cause an equally signi¢cant alteration in the in-
teraction energetics of the moiety B with its sur-
roundings.
The surroundings of the two parts of the active site
are indicated schematically by curved lines and rep-
resentations of helices. In any realistic case, the in-
teractions thus represented will consist of electro-
static attractions and repulsions (see particularly
Warschel [46]), hydrogen bonds of various kinds
and strengths, van der Waals and hydrophobic inter-
actions ^ the familiar gamut of contributions to tran-
sition-state and reactant-state stabilization or desta-
bilization by enzymes [46,47]. When a mutation such
as that we are envisioning results in the large shift in
electrical charge predicted above, then the surround-
ing components and structures of the active site are
presented with a substantially altered set of interac-
tion partners. If the new situation leads to a more
favorable total energy, then the mutation will have
been a favorable one, otherwise an unfavorable
one.
A point that emerges from our considerations here
is that a change at B in the active site does not have
implications only for nearby surrounding structures.
Instead, because the hydrogen bridge with conserved
bond order has a good e⁄ciency for transmitting
charge shifts (as indicated by the magnitudes of the
‘cross-correlation’ slopes), a change at B will produce
possibly drastic changes in interaction of distant sur-
rounding structures with other parts of the transition
state. Of course, changes in other parts of the tran-
sition state will communicate their e¡ects across the
hydrogen bridge similarly and produce possibly large
e¡ects at the B site.
In summary, our considerations suggest that mu-
tations in active-site structures that are realistic in
terms of available protein structural components
can produce large changes in electrostatic and other
interactions between enzymes and bound transition-
state structures, when the sites of mutation are in-
volved in general-catalytic hydrogen bridging. The
changes in enzyme-transition state interaction will
not be local but may extend to considerable distances
from the site of mutation through communication
across catalytic hydrogen bridges. Furthermore, the
conclusions reached above were based on the as-
sumption of a stable proton bridge, for the alterna-
tive model of general catalysis.
3.3. The serine-protease system [18,48^52]
A more concrete application of the concepts de-
scribed above can be made to catalysis by the serine
proteases, thanks to pioneering studies of Liang and
Abeles [49] and Finucane and Malthouse [50], lately
re-emphasized by Cassidy et al. [51]. The points in-
volved are summarized in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10a shows the familiar structure of the active
site of a serine protease with bound peptide sub-
strate. The entity that exercises general acid^base
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catalysis in the action of serine proteases is the Asp^
His dyad at left. The hydrogen bridge between Asp
and His has been suggested on the basis of NMR
studies to be a low-barrier hydrogen bond when
the His is protonated [52], but if this is the case,
the interaction seems not much to alter the overall
proton a⁄nity of the unit, the pK remaining in the
normal range of about 7.
Fig. 10b portrays the transition-state situation as
the serine hydroxyl group is nucleophilically attack-
ing the substrate peptide^carbonyl group. The gen-
eral acid^base catalytic entity (GABC), shown in the
Fig. 10. Application of models for general-catalytic proton bridging to the question of transition-state charge distribution and origins
of catalytic power in serine proteases. (a) Schematic portrayal of the reactant-state enzyme^substrate complex. Protonation of the His
residue is argued on the basis of NMR observations to generate a low-barrier hydrogen bond between Asp and His [52] but this inter-
action seems not to perturb the pK of the His, which remains at the commonly observed value of about 7. A weak hydrogen bond
may bind the Ser to His. The overall electrical charge in the region shown is unit negative, localized on Asp or possibly shared to
some degree by Asp and His. (b) Transition state for nucleophilic attack of the Ser hydroxyl group on the substrate carbonyl func-
tion, with general-base catalysis by the Asp/His unit. The structure is divided into three substructures which are connected to each
other by proton bridges. The substructure at left, the general acid^base catalytic entity, abbreviated GABC, consists of the Asp^His
dyad. It is connected by a general-base catalytic proton bridge to the second substructure, the entity undergoing heavy-atom reorganiza-
tion, abbreviated HAR. The reaction-coordinate motion for the transition state involves formation of the C^O c-bond and ¢ssion of
the Z-bond of the carbonyl group. On the canonical model of general catalysis, the bridging proton and some atoms of the GABC
also participate in the reaction coordinate. On the alternative model of general catalysis, only the atoms in the HAR participate in
the reaction coordinate. The third substructure is the ‘oxyanion hole’, abbreviated OAH and is formed of two backbone N^H bonds
that donate proton bridges to the carbonyl-oxygen in the transition state. The transition-state overall charge is the same as in the re-
actant state, unit negative. The charge is now delocalized over the three substructures shown. Furthermore, the transition-state pK of
the GABC is raised from 7 to 12 [49^51]. The charge distribution within the active site should be radically a¡ected by this increased
basicity, and the direction of the e¡ect will depend on the nature of the proton bridges connecting the substructures, as described in
the text.
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box at the left, is connected by a hydrogen bridge
(the proton at the right side of the box marked
‘GABC’), which we take to be in a stable potential,
to the entity undergoing heavy-atom reorganization
(HAR) as the new C^O c-bond is formed and the
carbonyl Z-bond is broken (center box). Further pro-
ton bridging is occurring between the carbonyl oxy-
gen and the backbone N^H groups of the ‘oxyanion
hole’ (box at right). Because all hydrogen bridges
shown are between electronegative atoms, we take
them all to be in stable potentials and to respond ap-
propriately to structural changes.
A major discovery by Liang and Abeles [49] and
Finucane and Malthouse [50] was that, when a tran-
sition-state analog was bound to the serine center,
the pK of the Asp^His dyad was increased to a value
of 12. We do not wish to enter into the discussion of
the origin of the increased pK [51]. Instead, we wish
to address the question: how does the fact that the
transition-state pK of the general acid^base catalytic
entity is 12 instead of 7 a¡ect the charge distribution
in the transition state? The interaction of the sur-
roundings of the active site with the distributed
charge is likely to contribute strongly to catalysis.
Therefore, the e¡ect of the pK shift from 7 to 12 in
reorganizing the charge distribution has implications
for the magnitude of catalysis through interaction
with the active site surroundings.
As noted in Fig. 10 (see the caption for de¢nitions
of abbreviations used below), the local net charge in
the active site is unit negative in both reactant and
transition state. Taking a hypothetical transition
state with a GABC pK of 7 as a reference state,
the charge shifts induced by alteration to the real
transition state with pK 12 can be estimated as
above:
QGABC QHAR QOH  31 14
vpKGABC  7312  35 15
vQHAR QOH  0:06UvpKGABC  30:3 16
vQGABC  0:3: 17
Thus the actual serine-protease transition state,
where the GABC has a pK of 12, will experience
an overall shift of 0.3 units of electrical charge out
of the GABC and into the combined HAR and OH
units. Indeed the e¡ectiveness of the ‘oxyanion hole’
in contributing to catalysis may be critically depen-
dent on this charge shift.
It is useful to note that a contrary result would
have been obtained if the canonical, rather than the
alternative, model of general catalysis had been ap-
plied. Then the direction of the charge shift would
have been reversed. The increased pK of the GABC
would have resulted in a relocation of the proton
further from the more basic unit. If the e⁄ciency
of charge shift were the same as above, the result
would have been an increase in positive charge in
the HAR/OAH unit.
4. Summary
In this article, we have brought together some in-
formation from disparate sources to attempt to form
a picture of how the phenomenon of general acid^
base catalysis may contribute to the generation of
enzyme catalytic power and how it may in£uence
the evolution of catalytic power. Old evidence from
isotope e¡ects was reviewed, leading to the important
proposal of Eliason and Kreevoy [22] that general-
catalytic proton bridges are strong hydrogen bonds
in stable potentials. Evidence from structure^reactiv-
ity studies of Jencks and his coworkers [27^33] was
added, reinforcing the view of a stable potential and
providing a quantitative measure of the e¡ectiveness
of general-catalytic proton bridges in transmitting
electrical charge between bonding partners. Then re-
cent results from Limbach and his colleagues [38^43]
were considered, in which a trajectory for a stable
hydrogen bridge that can lead to net proton transfer
was deduced from crystallographic and NMR sour-
ces with the important observations that such bridges
preserve the bond order at unity for the bridging
hydrogen as well as giving isotope fractionation con-
sistent with results from general catalysis. Finally,
these results were combined to generate a scheme
for estimating the magnitudes of charge shifts in en-
zyme transition states occasioned by realistic exam-
ples of mutations of general-catalytic residues, or of
changes in their acid^base properties between reac-
tant state and transition state. Application to the
serine-protease system suggested that the increase
of the pK of the acid^base catalytic by 5 units on
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entering the transition state, as observed by Liang
and Abeles [49] and Finucane and Malthouse [50],
would e¡ect a charge shift of around 0.4 units (neg-
ative) out of the acid^base catalytic dyad into the
serine-substrate assembly, possibly enhancing the ef-
fectiveness of the ‘oxyanion hole’. In general, the
expectation of fairly large electrical-charge shifts
over considerable distances emphasizes the likely
non-local character of mutations and other structural
e¡ects in enzymic systems that involve hydrogen
bridging.
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